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Tsuut'ina Nation announces plans for massive commercial,
entertainment and research hubs along ring road
Calgary Sun - Jul 11, 2016
In unveiling on Monday the multi-billion dollar commercial, entertainment and business park
plans to be built over the next 20 years, First Nation Chief Roy Whitney said three hubs will
cement a future for the Tsuut'ina. “Along with the benefits of ...

Tsuut'ina development to "transform southwest Calgary"
CTV News - Jul 11, 2016
Tsuut'ina Chief Roy Whitney unveiled plans Monday for three major commercial developments
that the band says will transform southwest Calgary. The First Nation has partnered with real
estate development company, Canderel, to build three business ...

Chief says project will be 'one of the largest, if not the
largest' First Nations developments in Canada
CBC.ca - Jul 11, 2016
"Tsuut'ina will be home to one of the largest, if not the largest, First Nations development
partnerships in Canada," Chief Roy Whitney said, adding that the project has been "years in the
making." "This is why Tsuut'ina people, after much debate and ...

Development for First Nations land near Calgary is historic:
chief
News1130 - Jul 11, 2016
CALGARY – The leader of a First Nation sitting on the edge of Calgary says three major
commercial projects planned for the land will transform the city's southwest. Tsuut'ina Chief
Roy Whitney says the band has partnered with real-estate developer ...
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Tsuut'ina Nation reveals plans for major development in
southwest Calgary
Globalnews.ca - Jul 11, 2016
Chief Roy Whitney made the announcement Monday morning. He described three planned
projects called Tsuut'ina Park, Tsuut'ina Crossing and Tsuut'ina Centre: Tsuut'ina Park will
include entertainment and hospitality venues as well as high-value retail ...

Tsuut'ina First Nation announces historic development
660 News - Jul 11, 2016
Chief Roy Whitney explained the deal came after years of planning, discussion and democratic
voting among their community. “Tsuut'ina has actively made a decision that we intend to make
our home, this land, and the people on it, a place where the ...

Renowned Tsuut'ina First Nation chief 'Bullhead' helped
carve out ...
Calgary Sun-Jul 17, 2016
... of rent and land development, the real motivation is to allow future generations of people to
work and flourish here,” said Chief Roy Whitney.

Tsuut'ina neighbours open to giving ambitious development
plan a ...
Calgary Herald-Jul 12, 2016
Jonathan Wener, CEO of the Canderel Tsuut’ina partnership, shakes hands with Chief Roy
Whitney during a press conference at the Grey ...

Editorial: Bold steps for Tsuu T'ina
Calgary Herald-Jul 14, 2016
"We've always been a proud people, but pride won't buy you a cup of coffee without a plan,"
says Chief Roy Whitney . Lyle Aspinall/Postmedia ...
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Tsuutina Nation announces plans for massive southwest
development
MetroNews Canada-Jul 11, 2016
Chief Roy Whitney described the partnership as historic. ... come from development, so too will
come opportunity,” said Whitney in a release.

Massive First Nation development planned for Alberta
Journal of Commerce-Jul 13, 2016
Tsuut'ina First Nation Chief Roy Whitney described the partnership as historic. "Tsuut'ina will be
home to one of the largest, if not the largest, ...

Tsuu T'ina announces development plans around southwest
ring road
QR 770 - July 11, 2016 01:17 pm
The Tsuu T'ina First Nation, southwest of Calgary, has announced plans for three new
developments to tie in with southwest Ring Road. The first is the 500 acre Tsuu T'ina Park which
will be south of G...

Tsuut'ina development plans generate excitement on and off
...
www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/tsuutina-..
The Tsuut'ina First Nation unveiled proposals on Monday for more than a billion dollars in
commercial and retail development in three centres on the city's southwestern edge. It's
generating excitement both on and off the reserve.

Tsuu T'ina announces development plans around southwest
ring road
630ched.com - Jul 11, 2016
The Tsuu T'ina First Nation, southwest of Calgary, has announced plans for three new
developments to tie in with southwest Ring Road. The first is the 500 acre Tsuu T'ina Park
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which will be south of Glenmore Trail between 37th Street and Sarcee with a ...

Tsuut'ina First Nation Plans Historic, Multi-Billion Dollar
Development
Huffington Post Canada - Jul 11, 2016
"Tsuut'ina will be home to one of the largest, if not the largest, First Nations developments in
Canada,'' Whitney said Monday. "In addition to the financial benefits of rents and property taxes
that will come from development, so, too, will come ...
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